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Tool installation: Blue arrows 
1. With the handle in the down position and the grinding head in 

the center position, tilt the unit backwards onto the handle as 
shown in figure 1. 

2. Using the supplied blade wrench shown (Fig. 2) lock the shaft in 
place by inserting the blade wrench through the shaft cover. 
(Fig. 1)  

3. Install tooling and tighten. 
*Never leave unit plugged in while unattended or while replacing 
tooling. 

Setup: Green arrows 
1. Once tooling has been installed, begin leveling the tool head. 

Using a 9/16” wrench, loosen the 4 connecting arm bolts and 
pivot machine with the handle. 

2. While pivoting the machine you will feel the tool head find an 
equilibrium point. Hold the machine at that position and 
tighten the bolts.  

3. Using the adjustment knob in the main frame adjust the 
machine pitch left or right to fine tune leveling.  

Head positioning: Red Arrows 
This grinder has a 3-position head allowing for optimal versatility and 
edge resurfacing.  

1. Loosen the head position lock handle and slide towards the 
rear of EG-7 

2. Once the head is unlocked, rotated the handle around the head 
of the machine left or right 45-degrees for optimal edge 
resurfacing position. 

3. Slide head locking handle forward and tighten.  

*These instructions only show the saw features and blade installation. Do not use until you have been 
trained on how to properly operate a walk behind concrete saw. 

      Stay clear of others while in operation.   
      Debris can fly from the blade area.    
      Eye and face protection required 

      Respirator required.     
      Operate in well ventilated area. 

      Ear protection required. 
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 Feature Callout: Yellow Arrows 
❖ Head position lock. Loosen and slide to adjust head position 
❖ Adjustment knob for left to right pitch adjustment 
❖ Head weight storage position 
❖ Vacuum port: 2-inch vacuum port (250CFM minimum) 
❖ Multi position handle  

Figure 4 


